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1 In t roduct ion  

The activities of concurrent distributed processes are commonly considered as events that 
are atomic and occur irlstantaneously; they often carry a label, indicating the kind of 
activity performed. Instead, many different ways are proposed in the literature to com- 
pose and organize events in order to represent the runs of a. process, i.e., its behaviour. 
A coarse classification divides these descriptions according to two orthogonal axes: in- 
terleaving vs. causality-based representations, and linear vs. branching time ones. In the 
interleaving models, the events of a run simply occur one after the other, and there is no 
way to express whether there is any causal link between them, due, e.g., to some shared 
resource or because they happen in the same place. The causality-based representations 
generally use a partial ordering relation on the events in order to reflect these potential 
causal dependencies and independencies. Once chosen the favourite representation of the 
runs of a process, its behaviour is obtained by giving them some structure. When these 
descriptions form a set, we get the so-called linear time models. In the branching time 
models, the representation of process runs are organized as a tree by identifying those 
events shared by different runs, thus makiag explicit when a choice occurred. 

In order to exemplify, we mention Hoare's traces [Itoa85] as an example of interleaving, 
linear timc model: a process behaviour is a language, the words of which are sequences 
of labels, hi this way the temporal (or generation) ordering in which the events occur 
is recorded by the scqnence of their labels. Milner's synchronization lrees [Mil80] are an 
example of interleaving, branching time model; they are trees with labelled arcs, that 
represent event occurrences, so the choices and the generation ordering are explicitly re- 
presented. Partial o.rderingsof (labelled) events are quite popular a causality-based linear 
time model (see, e.g., Pratt 's pomsets [Pra86]). In these nmdels, the causal dependencies 
are explicitly represented by the partial ordering relation, and absence of ordering is inter- 
preted as causal independence. The most studied causality-based, branching time model 
are (labelled) events structures [WinS7] that are essentially partial orderings of events 
plus an additional relation, called conflict: two events are in conflict if the occurrence of 
one of them in a run excludes the other to occur in the same run. 
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There are no absolute criteria to prefer one among the above models. Indeed, the choice 
of one of them depends on which aspects ot" processes are of interest, on the mathematical 
and mechanical tools available for analysing process behaviour, and also on personal taste. 
This paper aims at making the choice a little bit less arbitrary, by formally relating the 
four classes arising from the combination of interleaving or causality-based models with 
the linear or branching time ones. Intuitively, it is easy to compare these classes, but only 
few papers address formally this isstte, among the others [SNW, Rozg0]. Also, establishing 
formal relationships reveals some subtle differences between causality-based models. 

For example, you may go from a branching time representation to a linear time repre- 
sentation of a process just by taking the "path language" of the former. Similarly, it may 
seem easy to go from a partial ordering of events to a set of traces, by taking all the total 
orderings, i.e., all the sequences of (labels of) events that are compatible with the partial 
ordering (containing it, in set-theoretical terms). However, this is not always the case, 
because the a.bsence of ordering between two events does not necessarily imply that they 
may occur in any tempora.1 order, although this is quite common an assumption (e.g., see 
Kahn'-Plotkin's Q axiom, the semantics of asynchronous composition in CCS and similar 
languages, the representation theorem of prime event structures as domains of  configu- 
rations). Indeed, a relation of priorily, both on collflicting and on causally independent 
events, has been recently advocated [,1G88] in order to compactly specify the behaviour 
of processes in critical situations, e.g., to prevent faults or to cope with them. Therefore, 
it may well happen that two causally unrelated events lnay occur only in a fixed temporal 
ordering. 

Thus, partiM orderings of events and event strnctures are not fully satisfactory when 
priorities are of interest, while (not surprisingly!) causal trees [DD90] are such. Recall that 
causal trees are arc-labelled trees with enriched labels that, beside the performed activity, 
supply also indication of its causes. As a matter of fact, causal trees extend synchroni- 
zation trees with a relation of causality (and the generation ordering is inherited), while 
event structures extend synchronization trees with a relation of causal independence, with 
no regard to the generation ordering (cf. how a prime event structure is recovered from 
a domain of configurations). 

Our main contribution is a first step towards a formal characterization of which in- 
formation is lost when passing from the causality-based, hranching time models to the 
interleaving, branching time a.nd the cm, sa.lity-based, linear time ones, and from these to 
the interleaving, linear time models. Said in the other way around, we establish which 
is the necessaxy and sufficient information that enables us to reconstruct the causality- 
based, branching tirne behaviour of a process fi-om those behaviours lacking the infor- 
mation about the causal or about the branching structures, provided that tile latter two 
agree when interpreted in the interleaving, linear time setting. 

A more precise synopsis of our paper follows. We chose a representative for each of the 
four classes of behaviour discussed above, and we present them as four categories: TL, ST, 
MOL,  CT.  The objects of the category T L  are Hoare's trace languages, while those of 
ST are Milner's synchronization l, rees. Category MOL has the so-called mixed orderings 
of events as objects [DDMg0]. A mixed ordering is a partial ordering of events with an 
additional total ordering to be interpreted a.s the generation ordering, that "sequentiMizes" 
also the occurrences of events not causally related. The fourth category C T  has causal 
trees as ohjects. Actually, each run of a process is indexed and so is its representation. 
E.g., an object of TL  is an indexed set of traces, rather than a language. The morphisms of 
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these categories preserve to some extent the structure of their objects. There are obvious 
forgetful functors from C T  to ST  and MOL,  and from these to TL,  that always have left 
and right adjoints. For example, the left adjoint to the forgetful functor from S T  to T L  
makes the trivial synchronization tree that has a branching only at its root, while the right 
adjoint glues the traces as much as possible. The forgetful functors have also an axiomatic 
characterization. Tile main theorem says that the four categories above form a pullback. 
More accurately, C T  is a reflective and coreftective subcategory of S T  • M O L ,  because 
of pathological cases descibed in Section 3. We think that other models for concurrency 
(such as Mazurkiewicz's traces, Prat t ' s  pomsets [Pra86], Janicki' and Koutny's composers 
[JK91], Rabilmvitch' and Trakhtenbrot's behaviour structures [RT88]) can be recast with 
minor efforts in our framework by esta.blishing pairs of adjoints, one of which is usually 
an obvious forgetful fnnctor. 

In Section 5, we compare event structures and causal trees. It is easy to pass from 
an event structure to a causal tree, but this transformation is fully invertible only when 
causally independent events may occur in any temporal ordering and there is no auto- 
concurrency (no two causally independent events have the same label). This is mainly 
because event structures are not fully satisfactory when priority has to be expressed. In 
order to increase their expressive power, we add to event structures a priority relation, 
besides the causal and the conflict ones. Of course, priority ca.nnot interfere with causality, 
but it may dictate which event has to be fired in a set of enabled conflicting ones, and 
which among enabled concurrent events has to occur first. Prioritized event structures 
are a conservative extension of prime event structures in that their configurations are 
finitary, coherent, prime algebraic partial orderings, namely domains. Therefore, it is 
possible to reconstruct a prime event structure with the same "dynamics" of a prioritized 
one. Essentially, what is lost is that some events may disappear or may be duplicated, 
and that the priority links may be transformed into causality links. Eventually, the 
category of causal trees is shown to be a coreflective sub-category of that of prioritized 
event structures. Additionally, the coreflection shows that the expressive power of the 
two models is the same. 

The last section briefly introduces denotational operators for prioritized nondetermi- 
nism and prioritized asynchrony, in terms of event structures and their counterparts in 
terms of causal trees. The latter helps in defining a causality-based, branching time ope- 
rational semantics, given in the sos  style, for concurrent languages with priority, omitted 
here because of lack of space. The operational and denotational semantics in the other 
classes are recovered easily, by factoring the causality-based semantics with the obvious 
counterparts of the axioms characterizing the forgetfld functors from C T  to ST,  MOL,  
and TL. 

2 P r i m e  Event  Structures  

We assume that the reader is familiar with basic domain theory; we only recall that a poset 
(P, <) is a Scott domain if P is consistently complete and algebraic. The order structure 
we are interested in is a particular kind of Scott domains; it is a finitary, coherent, prime 
algebraic poset, that we will simply call a domain. 

The notion we recall from the literature is that of a prime event structure [NPW81, 
Win87] (we will often omit the attribute prime). They form a well-studied semantic model 
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for true concurrency in the branching-t ime a.pproach. 
An event s tructure `5 = (E, _<, #} consists of a poser (E,  _<) and an irreflexive relation 

# C_ E x E of conflict (disjoint from <) such that  

(i) E is a countable set of events, 

(ii) for every e E E,  e is finitely preceded, i.e., {e' I e' _< e} is finite, 

(iii) the conflict relation is hereditary, i.e., e#e '  < e" => e#c" ,  for every e, e', e" E E.  

One usually calls events the elements of E and says that  e' causes e if e' _< e; we use e _> e' 
iff e' _< e. Another  derived relation is the concurrency relation co = E x E \ (_< U _> U#) :  
two events are concurrent if they are not rela.ted in either relation. 

Given a set of events X,  the sets of the minimal events, denoted min(X) ,  is defined 
as follows: 

r a i n ( X )  = {e e X I (~ '  e X A e' _ e) ~ e = e '},  

A subset X C_ E is a cm~figuration when it satisfies the following conditions: 

�9 X i s a c o n e ,  i . e . , V x E X . V y E E . y < x ~ y E X .  

�9 X is conflict-fi'ee, i.e., X x X Cl # = 0. 

Conf(`5) denotes the set of configurations of E. 
Another  way of characterizing a cone is through the notion of securin 9 sequence. An 

event e is secured in X if there exists a sequence e0el . . .  e ,  of events in X such tha t  en = e 
and e, E min (E  \ {e0, e l , . . . e i - 1 } ) .  A set X is a cone if for all e in X,  e is secured in X. 

Since a principal  configuration ~ e = {e' E E I e' _< e} is contained into another 
configuration X if and only if e E X ,  every configuration is the union (=  sup in Conf(`5))  
of the principal  configurations contained in it. When ordered by inclusion, C o n f ( g )  is 
a domain,  where the complete  primes are the principal  configurations. We are now in a 
position to s ta te  the representat ion theorem for prime event structures [NPW81]. 

T h e o r e m  2.1 If`5 is a prime event structure, then Conf(`5) is a domain. Moreover any 
domain 79 is of the .lotto Conf(`5) for som, e event structure $. 

The event structu, 'e `5 mentioned ill the s ta tement  above is buil t  on the set of complete  
pr ime elements of 2P, with the induced order and with the contlict relation defined by p#q 
if "-3x E D (p _< x A q _< x). Note that  two events are set concurrent if and only if they 
may  occur in any order. 

When events carry labels over a.n alphabet  E, we obtain labelled event structures,  i.e., 
quadruples of the form ,5 = (E, _<, # ,~ ) ,  where g :  E ~ V. 

3 S o m e  useful  categories  

In this section we describe some categories which we will use in order to relate some 
classical models of concurrency. As ant ic ipated in the introduction,  we will consider 
a representat ive for each class of process hehaviour arising from the combinat ion of the 
inter leaving/causal i ty-based and l inear /branching t ime parameters .  I toare 's  traces are the 
representat ive for interleaving, linea.r t ime models, and describe the beha.viour of a process 
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as a set of sequences of event labels. Then, synchronization trees are considered for the 
interleaving, branching time case. Adding a causality relation on the sequence of events 
of a run yields mixed ordering of events, the representative of causality-based, linear time 
models. Finally,-we consider causal trees, that are synchronization trees enriched with a 
causality infonaaation as our last model. Actually, in any model we index the runs of a 
process, in order to distinguish those that are represented in the same way. For example, 
a process that may perform in two different runs the same sequence of events labelled, 
say, cr and /3 is rendered in our interleaving, linear representative as {(0, aft), (1,crfl)}. 
Similarly, the two mixed orderings of events it originates carry indexes. In the branching 
time representatives, indexes are 'attached to paths of trees. We assume in the sequel a 
fixed alphabet E. The letter J ,  possibly with subscripts, will he always used to denote 
sets of indexes. 

We first give a categorical structure to multi-sets of Hoare's traces. 

Def in i t ion  3.1 The category TL of sequences on E has as objects extent functions Js 
E*. Morphisms fl'om S to S' are given by maps 

.f : J s - - - ~  Js, 

such that S( j )  is a prefix of S'(.f(j)). 

The next definition is a categorical version of synchronization trees, defined on top of 
traces by providing a "glueing" function that identifies part of the common prefix of two 
traces. 

Def in i t ion  3.2 The category ST of synchronization trees labelled on E has as objects 
pairs T = {eT,gT}, where eT is an extent function JT --~ E*, and gT is a glueing function 
gT : JT • Jr ----o E* satisfging 

gT(jl,j'z) = gT(j2,ji) 

gT(j , , j :)  < eT(j,),c'r(j:) 

gT(jl,j~) A gT(j2,N3) < gT(jl,ja) (triangular inequality) 

where <_ denotes the prefix ordering and A denotes the respective meet operation. 
MolThisms T ~ T' are functions f : JT ~ JT, which increase extent and glueing, 

i.~,) 

er(j) _< eT,(f(j)) 
gT(jl,j~) <_ g'r,(.f(jl),f(j2)). 

Technically speaking, the above is equivalent to defining a symmetric category enriched 
over a bicategory, introduced by R.F.C. Walters in [Wal82] and applied to concurrency 
in [KLP90]. However, we will not need the full bicategorical machinery in our treatment. 
Note also that the morphisms we define are slightly more general than functors: indeed, 
they are functors into the CauclJy-completion (in the sense of Lawvere [Law74]) of the 
codomain. 

We now recall the notion of labelled mixed orderings of events, and then we define 
the category of their languages as the representative for the causality-based, linear time 
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models. We will use an extended alphabet E • Pfin(N) (where Pfin(N) denotes the finite 
parts of the natural nunabers): in each lahel ((r, K), the set of natural numbers K specifies 
the causes of c~, and it is interpreted as a set of backwards pointers to the preceding labels. 
These pointers encode a partial ordering under obvious consistency conditions (they must 
point to some labels, and they must reflect transitivity of causality). 

When dealing with these strings, we will write 

(oo, I;o)(~, ~q). . .  (~,, i;.) <3 (~0, :;;)(~',, g ; ) . . .  (~'.,, K',) 

i~f ,~ < ,, ' ,  and  ~j = ~ ,  JCj c_ Ir for all 0 _< j < ,~. 

Defini t ion 3.3 The category MO of mixed ordering labelled on E has as objects M 
strings in the alphabet E x Pfin(N) satisfyin 9 the followin 9 conditions: if 

i = (~o', m ) ( ~ , ,  K , ) . . .  (a , ,  Ir 

then 

�9 for all p E J~j, 0 < p < j (pointers are u,ell-defined), and 

�9 i fp E Kj, q E l(j_,, the',,, p+ q E Kj (transitivit u of causality). 

There is a (unique) morphism M ~ M' if M <3 11I'. 

This definition is equivalent to specify a finite, totally ordered set which is labelled on 
and endowed with a partial ordering which is contained in the total one. Morphisms 

are then inclusions which preserve both orders and have a prefix of the target as image. 
Note that the preservation of one of the orders does not imply in general the preserva- 

tion of the other one. If you consider a map whose source has the trivial partial ordering 
(i.e., the identity relation), any set map will preserve this ordering, but could not preserve 
the total one. On the other hand, a map whose target has the trivial partial ordering 
cannot preserve a non-trivial partial ordering. 

Definit ion 3.4 The category M O L  of languages of mixed ordering labelled on Y: has 

as objects functions Jo ~ Obj(MO).  Morphisms 0 ---* O' are defined by a flmction 
f :  Jo ~ Jo' such that O(j) <30'( f( j )) .  

The representative for causality-based, hrauching time models we choose is that of 
causal trees. The present definition is formulated in terms of glueing of mixed orderings. 

Defini t ion 3.5 The category C T  of causal trees labelled on E has as objects pairs C = 
(ec,gc), where ec is an extent function Jc _L% Obj (MOL)  and gc is a glueing function 
gc : Jc • Jc ~ Obj (MOL)  satisfying 

9c(j l , j2)  = 9c(j~,jl) 

gc(j l , j2)  <- ec(jl),ec'(j2) 

gc(ja,J~) A gc'(j'2,j3) <_ gc(jl , j3) (tvianguhrr inequality) 

MmThisms C ~ C ~ are functions 

f : Jc -----~ Jc, 
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such that 

eT(j)  ~_ eT , ( f ( j ) )  

gT(j~,j2) ~_ gT ' ( f ( j l ) , f ( j 2 ) ) .  

The above four mMn categories are related by a number of forgetful functors, which 
have right and left adjoints. There is clearly a forgetful functor ST ~ T L  which forgets 
the glueing information contained in a tree, and a forgetful functor M O L  ~ T L  which 
forgets the causal information. Note that the two causally independent events described 
by the mixed ordering (~x, 0)(/3, 0) originate a single trace c~fl, thus reflecting our intuition 
about priority. Instead, i[' we take partial orderings in place of mixed ones, the two traces 
o'/3 and flc~ are obtained by forgetting the causal relation. 

The left adjoint to the forgetful functor ST ---* T L  makes a tree out of a trace 
laalguage by specifying no glueing, while the right adjoint adds the maximum glueing. 
Formally, 

P ropos i t i on  3.1 The .folyetful functor U : ST ----* T L  has a right and a left adjoint R 
and L, defined by 

eL(s)(j) = en(s)(j) = S(j) 

gL(S)(jl,j~) = e 

gu(s)( j , , j2)  = S ( j , )  A S(j,~) 

The left adjoint to the forgetful functor M O L  ~ TL  adds no causal information, 
while the right adjoint adds all the possible causal information. Formally, 

P ropos i t i on  3.2 The folyetful functor U : M O L  ----* TL  has a right and a left adjoint 
R and L. For any object S E TL, ff S( j )  = o'0o'1 . �9 �9 o" n they are defined by 

L (S ) ( j )  = (ao, O)(al,O)...(a~,~) 

R ( S ) ( j )  = (ao, O)(aa, {1}).. .  (an, {1,2 . . . .  ,n}) 

Causal trees have two trivial forgetful functors on M O L  and ST: the first one forgets 
the conflict information, while the second one forgets the causal information (also this 
two functors have obvious left and right adjoints). It is easy to check that we have indeed 
a commutative diagram 

C T  , M O L  

ST , TL 

of forgetful functors. The obvious question is if this diagram is a pullback, i.e., if, given 
a tree (providing conflict information) plus a mixed ordering language (providing causal 
information) which decribe the same set of paths, we can rebuild uniquely a causal tree 
that expresses concisely all the information. 
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As it stands, the diagram is not a pullbacl~, a.s the lbllowing example shows: take 
two paths (0, aft-/) and ( l ,af l6)  with g(0, 1) = o./3. Consider then the mixed ordering 
language 

{<0, o/% 0> >, <l, 0> >}. 
There is no obvious way to turn this pair into a causal tree, because the causality informa- 
tion specified by the mixed ordering language contradicts the conflict information given 
by the tree (indeed, the glueing intbrmation of tile tree says that the two observation were 
com.pletely coincident in the first two steps, so that we could not observe different causal 
,'elations). 

However, the pullback ST XTL M O L  has a strict relation with CT,  because the 
functor C T  ---+ ST XTI, M O L  induced by the universal property of the pullback sends a 
causal tree to the pair given by the underlying E-labelled tree, and by the mixed ordering 
language specified by its extent fimction. Since a causal tree is completely defined by 
these data, the mapping is injective. 

Moreover, this fimctor has two adjoints, which deal with pairs of mixed orderings which 
have a different causal information in the initial segment glued by go. When such a conflict 
occurs, the right adjoint takes the inte,'section of the two causal orders. Intuitively, the 
extra causal information is considered spurious, because another run sharing the same 
prefix does not show it. On the contrary, the left adjoint takes the least order generated 
by the union of the two causal orderings. In this case, the extra information is considered 
valid, as if it were "skipped" while representing one run. 

T h e o r e m  3.1 C T  is a reflective and co,'eflective subeategory of S T  xTI, M O L .  

Note that the two adjoints behave well with respect to objects of S T  XTL M O L  which 
are image of the inclusion fimctor from CT. This condition simply means that no glueing 
is made of labels of mixed orderings reporting inconsistent information. When this is the 
case, the left and the right adjoints do coincide, and re-construct a causal tree isomorphic 
to the original one. 

The forgetful functors of the previous commutative diagram can be described alge- 
braically, when trees a.re represented as algebras generated by the empty tree, prefixing 
and summation (of course, two new categories should be defined for trees, equivalent to 
CT and ST).  It is well-known that passing from a branching time representation to a 
linear one is expressed by the a,xiom 

A . ( Z  + Z') = ,~. Z + ~. Z', 

for any kind of label A. Of course, when ,\ E E, we get an algebraic characterization 
of the forgetful functor ST  ---+ TL, while the one C T  ----+ M O L  is captnred when 
)~ E E x Pf in(N) .  Instead, in order to forget causality one can use the axiom 

(c~, K>. Z = ((r, K ' ) .  Z, 

that, when Z is insta.ntiated to a (causal) tree, characterizes the forgetful ftmctor C T  
ST, and that describes the forgetful functor M O L  ~ TL, when Z is a mixed ordering. 

In our setting, it is also straightforward to axiomatize the obvious forgetful funct, or 
from mixed orderings to pomsets, that discards the generation ordering and enforces 
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the assumption that concurrent events may occur in any order. The following equation 
expresses precisely this fact: 

(~, ~;)(p, I~" + 1)M = (p, I,")(~, K + 1)i. 

4 Adding  Priori t ies  to Event  Structures  

Nondeterminism is a. powerfnl notion which permits to have compact descriptions of sy- 
stems with a large number of details which, when taken into a.ccount, may turn it into a 
deterministic systems. Similarly, we see priority as a tool for abstracting from complex 
relations among events that are visible only when the description of the system is given 
at a low level. As a matter  of fact, these relations have lna.inly to do with a combination 
of temporal constraints and a shared use of limited resources. Almost all these details 
may be ignored when compactly describing a. system at a high level, except for those con- 
cerning the common resources. Priority gives an obvious discipline for brea.king the Lie 
between conflicting events. Instead, when two events are considered concurrent at a high 
level, priority imposes on them a timing order, but not a causality one; if unfortunately 
the timing order is violated, the prioritized event will never occur. 

As an example, consider Pierpaolo and Roberto who wish to take the same plane, but 
only the latter has a reservation. So, Roberto has priority over Pierpaolo, who is standing 
by. If both are at the airpor~ in time and a single seat is free, l~oberto gets it. Abstractly, 
this situation is represented by a prioritized conflict between the events Roberto-flies and 
Pierpaolo-flies. Instead, if there are seats enough, first Roherto and then Pierpaolo get 
their places (an d no causal relation holds between the two events). If however Roberto is 
not at the check-in desk in time, while Pierpaolo is there, only the latter is accomodated 
and the former will never have a seat on that flight (Sebastiano has wings...).  

The main aim of this section is the extension of the model of prime event structures 
in which a priority relation, i.e. a partial ordering << between events is accomodated 
smoothly. The only constraints on << are that it does not interfere with < and it should 
enjoy the property of being a finitely preceding relation. Formally, we have the following. 

Def in i t ion  4.1 A prioritized labelled event structure (pies, for  short) is a quintuple ~ = 
(E, _<, # ,  <<, e) where: 

�9 s = (E, <_, # ,  e) is an event .structure (its associated prime event structure), 

�9 << is a partial ordering on E such that 

(i) <<n___: {(e,e) l e E E } ,  

(ii) for  every e E E, e i.s finitely prioritized, i.e., {e' t e' << e} is f ini te .  

According to the above intuition, if e << e' (e has priority on e') and e#e ' ,  whenever 
both are enabled e is chosen and e' is discarded; if instead only e' is enabled, then it lnay 
be executed. When e << e' and e co e', whenever both are enabled e is executed first and 
e' is delayed; if instead only e' is enabled, then it may be executed, but its occurrence 
prevents e to be executed, even if enabled later on. Therefore, the configurations of 
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prioritized labelled event structures, called pri-configurations, require a stronger version 
of cone. The additional constraint takes into account the priority relation. Let us first 
consider two simple exa.mples. 

Example  4.1 The pies in Figure 1.a) represents two independent events, ce and 13, where 
fl has priority over a. Its intended poset of  pri-configurations is given in b); note that the 
unique configuration which is not a pri-one is {ca,}. ht Figure 1.c) we have another ples; 
all of  its configurations arc pvi-con.figurations, but there is no arc f rom {7} to {a, 7}, due 
to the priorit~ of  fl over o. 

13 ~ " - - ' ~  ct l %  a 

N 
O 

a) b) C) 

{~',fi} {a,'t} 

I ./~ 
| 
dl 

Figure 1: Posers of pri-configurations for two simple ples's 

We need a.n auxiliary definition. Given a. ples a.nd a set X of events, let pri-min(X) 
be the set of the events in it which are nlinimal w.r.t, both the causality and priority 
relations, i.e., 

pri-nain(X) = { e E X  I ( e ' E X A e ' _ < e ) ~ e = e ' }  f') 

{e E x I (~' E x A e' << e) ~ e = e'}. 

Definit ion 4.2 Given the t ies  g = (E, _<, # ,  <<,g), a subset X C_ E and an event e E X ,  
we say lhal e is pri-secnred in X ~[ there exists a sequence (of lea called a pri-proof) 
r . . .  e,~ q[ events in X such thai e.,~ = e and el C pr i -min(E \ {e0, e l , . . ,  ei-l}). 

As an example, consider the pri-configuration {0 6 fl} in Figure 1.b); there is a unique 
pri-securing sequence of o, in it,, namely rio'. In the pri-configuratiou {c~, 7} in Figure 1.d), 
bot, h o'7 and 3' are pri-proofs of 3'; instead 7ct is not a pri-proof for o~. (Note that there is 
no need to introduce infinite pri-proofs, because the causa.lity and priority relal, ions are 
finitely preceded.) 

Defini t ion 4.3 Given the ples ,.,r = (E, 5,  # ,  <<, g), a subset X C__ E is a pri-confignration 
i f  the followin 9 hold: 

(i) X is conflict-free, and 

(ii) Ve E X . e  is pri-secured in X .  

Let Pconf(,ff) be the family of the pri-configuratiott.s of  ,f. 
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Obviously, every pri-configuration of a pies is also a configuration of its associated les. 
The vice versa does not hold, as shown in Figure 1.b). Also, Figure 1.d) shows that the 
partial ordering on pri-configurations is contained in set inclusion. Indeed, an event can 
be added to a pri-configuration X, if it belongs to pri-min(E \ X) and if, additionally, it 
has no priority over the elements of X. 

Defini t ion 4.4 Let X , X  U {e} E Peonf(E) .  Define X -~ X U {c} if 

(i) e E  ,ri-,nin(E \ X) 

(ii) Vc' E pri-min(E \ X) ,  e ~ d. 

Fi'nally, let E_ be the rc[lexive, transitive closure of-4, i.e., E=-4*. 

Note that for all pri-configurations X E Peonf($) ,  0 E X. 

E x a m p l e  4.2 Consider the pies and its poset of configurations depicted inFigure 2. 
In this case, several configurations (e.9. , {[3, 5}) are not pri-ones, but t -=C. This is 
no more the case for the pies in Figu~v 3. After the execution of the event p, there is 
only one pri-minimal event, namely a, hence {p} ~ {[3, p}. Condition (ii) above makes 
{[3, p} ~: {/3, p, o~}, because a cannot be executed after the execution of the less prioritized 
event [3. 

8 

P" 

IS, a, ~, ~,7} 

/ \  
fS,~,~,p} {8,a,~,yt 
/ \ /  

{8,a,p} {8,~,~} 
\ /  

{ii, ~} 
I 

I 

Figure 2: A prioritized event structure and its intended poset of configurations. Note 
that a << 7, by transitivity of <<. 

T h e o r e m  4.1 The partially ordered set 9 v = (Peonf (g ) ,E )  is finita~71, coherent and 
prime algebraic, i.e., a domain. 

Proof .  (Sketch) Coherence is easy to establish, because pri-proofs are preserved under 
union of compatible configura.tions. The poset is finitary because both causality and 
priority relations are finitely preceded. Prime algebraicity requires to resort to the easier 
fact that 7) = (Pconf($) ,  C_) is a domain, too. Actually, given a pri-configuration X, for 
every P complete prime in D, P _C X, there exists a Q complete prime in $', Q E X, 
such that P C_ Q. [] 
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~ 

O,& p} 
/ \  

{fi.~} {[Lp} 

\ /  
{fi} 

/ \  
{pa,[3t {P,~,'tt 

\ /  
{0,at 

/ 
{p} 

\ /  

Figure 3: A prioritized event structure and its intended poser of pri-configurations. Note 
that no arc connects {p} to {/3, p}, nor {13, p} to {p, c~, t3}. ' 

The above theorem permil.s to build a. prime event structure from the domain of pri- 
configurations of a prioritized one, by applying the construction of the representation 
theorem. However, the relevant information about the causal independence of temporal 
dependent events is lost. Indeed, from the domain in Hgure 1.b), we get the prime 
event structure in Figure 4.a), in which the priority relation has been tranformed in a 
causal one. Froln the domain in Figure 1.d) one obtains the les in Figure 4.b), where 
the original event 7 has been duplicated, because 3' and c~ cannot occur in any order, 
although independent (firing 3' first, excludes o. to occur). As last example, consider the 
les in Figure 4.c), originated fi'om the domain in Figure 3. Note that the original event/3 
has been duplicated: one of the new events is in conflict, with a,, the other is caused by c~. 

# 

Y a 

Y 
Y 

a) b) c) 

Figure 4: Prime event structures obtained from the domains of pri-configurations of the 
ples's in Figure 1.b), 1.d) a.nd 3, respectively. 

5 Re la t ing  Causal  Trees and Pr ior i t i zed  LES 

It is easy to associate to an event structure a causal tree by suitably labelling the unfolding 
of its domain of configurations. Here we define an adjunction between the categories of 
causal trees and prioritized event structures~ as defined below. 

Def in i t ion  5.1 The category P L E S  has as objects prioritized labelled event structures 
and as morphisms maps .f : E ------* E'  which, preserve causality and labelling, attd which 
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induce a map Pconf (g)  --~ Pconf (g ' )  (by direct image) preserving the boltom and -<. 

Note that these maps ma~ identify conflicting events with the same label. 
Now we turn to the definition of the Unf  functor, which unfolds a ples g to a causal 

tree: recall that for all X , X '  r Pconf(g) ,  if X -< X '  then X '  = X O {e}. Thus, the 
set of finite -g-paths starting fi'om the bottom of the domain of pri-configurations gives 
us the indexing set J of the tree Unf(g);  each index is mapped to the string of labels of 
the events occurring along the path paired with backpointers to their causes. The glueing 
function is given hy 9(Jl,j2) = jl A j2 (i.e., the greatest common subpath of j l  and j2). 

Given a ples morphism f : g ~ g', we have to show it induces a causal tree morphism 
Unf ( f )  : Unf(g)  ~ Unf(g ' ) .  Each path in Pconf(~') is given by a sequence of pri- 
configurations 0 ~ Xt -~ X2 -~ . . .  < X~, which is mapped on a sequence f(r  = 0 -~ 
f(Xa) --< f (X2 )  -< . . .  < f ( X , ) ,  defining a path labelled in the same way (possibly with 
more causes) because -<, < and labelling are preserved. The glueing increases because f 
is a function. 

T h e o r e m  5.1 U n f  has a left adjoint L. 

Proof .  The action of L on the objects of CT  is rather simple: each arc of the tree (which 
can be identified via a pair {j, k), where j belongs to the indexing set of the tree and 
k is a natural nmnber expressing the depth of the arc in the tree; note that many pairs 
correspond to a single arc because of glueing) is an event; the back pointers along each 
path induces the causality ordering of the pies, tile total ordering of the path induces the 
priority ordering and two arcs on different paths are always in conflict. 

Given a tree morphism f : C ~ C', the corresponding morphism on ples L(f )  : 
L(C) ~ L(C') is defined by (j, k) ~ {f(j), k) (the tria,~gular inequality guarantees that 
L(f )  is well defined). The reader can check that this morphism is an arrow of PLES.  

In order to show that the just decribed constructions define a left adjoint L, we build 
a universal arrow for each causal tree C, i.e., a tree morphism 

C ~ Unf(L(C))  

which factors bijectively aM naturally all morphisms L(C) ---* g, for any prioritized 
event structure E. 

Sitice each finite configuration X C eeonf (L(C)) i s  of the lbrm {(j, 0), (j, 1 ) , . . . ,  (j, n)}, 
with n < lec(J)l (for 'n = - 1  we get the empty configuration), and since 

{(j, 0}, (j, 1}, . . . ,  (j,n - 1)} -~ {{j,O), (j, 1) , . . . ,  (j, n)}, 

we can define the universal arrow C ---* Unf(L(C))  as 

j H O, {{j, 0)}, {(j, 0), (j, 1)}, . . . ,  {{j, 0), {j, 1) . . . .  (j, lec(J)l - 1)}. 

For any morphism .f : C ---* Unf(g),  if 

.u 
then we define tile associated morphisln g : L(C) ----* ~2 by letting 

(j, k) ~ X~ \ X~_~. 

It is then easy to show that the composition with the universal arrow induces a natural 
bijection. [] 

Note that L is an inclusion. Thus, 
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T h e o r e m  5.2 CT  is a coreflective subcatcgory of PLES.  

6 S e m a n t i c  P r i o r i t y  O p e r a t o r s  

We claim that the new model of prioritized labelled event structures can be used quite 
profitably for giving denotational semantics to process algebras enriched with operators 
of priority. Furthermore, with the "equivalent" model of causal trees we equip these 
prioritized constructs with an inductive definition in denotational (and operational) styles. 

l~br tile sake of brevity, we .consider the semantics of a prioritized nondeternfinistic 
choice and of a prioritized parallel composition, 1 only. We introduce a family of semantic 
operators of the form s +~ s a.nd ~-01lrr respectively. The index T~ is a partial ordering 
on the labels of events that induces a priority relation << on the events of Co and $1. Note 
that a notion of "dynamic" priority can he expressed easily through tim indexing. When 

= 0, the standard choice and parallel operators are recovered. This approach is in the 
line of [Jan87, CH89, BK92]; a priority determined by textual position, similar to the one 
used in PRIALT of occam [JG88, Cam89], can be accomodated smoothly. 

The operations Co +~ S1 and Eoll~& over ples's are defined as follows, assuming 
~i = (Ei, <i, #i,  <<i, ei), i = 0, 1, with Eo A E1 = 0: 

pr i - sum:  s +~ s d~ (E00 El, _<0 U <1, # ,  <<, ~?l U g2) where 

# = # o U # 1 U ( E 0 x E I ) U ( E I  xE0) 

<< = <<o u <<, u ((~,~') I<e,(e),e~+,,..~(r e n ,  i =  0,a}. 

pri-parallel :  tJoilv~Sl d~ (E0 U El, 50 U _<1, # ,  <<, Q O e~), where 

# = # o U # 1  

<< = <<o u <<~ u{(c,~' )  I (~(~),~+,, , ,~ E ~ ,  i = 0,1}.  

Moreover, prioritized choice and parallel operators can be defined directly over causal 
trees, thus facilitating the definition of an operational sos semantics for a concurrent 
language equipped with priority (sec [DD89] for other usual semantic operations). 

Let 7E C_ E • E be a priority relation; let I and J be disjoint sets of indexes; and let 
T = ~t(a i ,  Ki)" Ti and Y = ~,j(vj, Hi).  Uj be causal trees, rel)resented in algebraic style. 
FinMly, let I '  = {i E I [ --qj E .J. (vj,a~) E T~ and J~ = {j E g [ --,qi E I. (cr~,vi) E 
~}.  Then, the operators of prioritized nondeterministic choice, ( ~ ,  and of asynchronous 
parallel composition, \ \n,  are defined as follows. 

I '  J '  

and 

T\\r,.U = ~'~(a,, Ki) .  (Ti\\Tz(6(U) \ A)) + ~-~(uj, Hi) .  ((6(T) \ B) \ \uUj)  
P J ,  

where 

lCommunicss is nol, considered as it. is orl.hogonal to priority, and can be dealt with following tile 
techniques developed for prime event structures, see, e.g., [Vaa89]. 
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�9 A = {vy l J e J ,  3i e I . (uj ,~ , )  ~ 7~.}, and B = {~, l i e I ,  3 j  e J.(~,:, vj) e 7~}, 

�9 6(T) increnaents all the causes in T pointing behind its root (see [DD89] for details), 

�9 T \ A is the usual pruning operation over the set of labels (a, K), with a E A C E. 

Lack of space prcvents us fi'om inductively defining the operational semantics of the 
two operators, in the style of [DD89]. However, the task is easy; we just mention that the 
constraints expressed by sets I' and J~ are reflected by negative premises in the inference 
rules, 

The following proposition states that the above operations on ples's and on causal trees 
agree in a strong sense. It provides the basis for proving that the causal tree operational 
semantics and the ples denotational one coincide, up to strong bisimulation. 

Proposi t ion 6.1 Given two ples's 6"o and C1, the following hold: 

�9 Unf(Q) | Unf(,~'l) is isomorphic to Unf(Q + r  ~'~1), 

�9 Unf(Co)\ \nUnf(~)  is is.omorphic to Unf(CoJlr~E~). 
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